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Big Chopper elevates the Slum Tight Sound to the next level. True southern art... 17 MP3 Songs HIP

HOP/RAP: Southern Style, HIP HOP/RAP: Hardcore Rap Details: After sitting back in the lab and

studying the state of hip hop music of today, Big Chopper (a.k.a. Tennessee Slim) is back with his most

impressive independent release, Nite Time Trunk Muzik. Teamed up with Nashville's best kept secrets,

producers Dig Lo and Hightower, and with co-production contributions from Dale Babb (Southern

Entertainment Awards 2004 Producer of the Year) Big Chopper presents to the world a sound that has

been dubbed "Cashville's Finest". From the opening track "Bout Big Chop" you get that special feeling

that you are in for a down south late night ride through the back streets. The journey continues with the

club anthem, "Shake, Shake, Shake" and the more laid back "Icky Thicky". Knowing that you can't

represent the dirty dirty without the grit and grime, Nite Time Trunk Muzik captivates the energy and

aggression of the south with songs like "Yal Know What It Is" and "Shut 'Em Down" featuring Nina Ross,

Nashville's premier female rapper. The organized madness only increases as Big Chop collaborates with

Mississippi's underground sensation Hurricane Jahn on "Why You Muggin Me Boy?". Of course no Big

Chopper project would be complete without appearances by Slum Tight kinfolk Big Reece and Jim Bob

as they present their north Nashville mind state on "Keep It Ghetto" and the grand finale of the album,

"That's Dirty". Once again Big Chopper represents Cashville, Tennessee to the fullest with his ride the

beat flow and his authentic Nashville lingo and terminology. Lyric for lyric, track for track, if you like true

southern musical art, Big Chopper gives you more bang for your buck with Nite Time Trunk Muzik.
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